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We  have inherited 

An  almost perfect 
theory of particle 
interactions

Symmetric and 
mathematically 
consistent

Predicting 
particles which 
have been found! ...



“Last” mystery 
Why do elementary particles have  
mass? 

Rudimentary theoretical answer 
given in 1964:  “Mass is the potential 
energy due to an unknown force”. 

Unknown Force  = Undiscovered particle 
(Higgs)! 

Elusive particle! Bulk of its interaction 
creates mass, leaving pale experimental 
traces.  

The most sought after  particle in 
history: LEP,  TEVATRON, LHC 



Large Higgs Creator

Higgs boson search is 
the  best single 
motivation for 
building  the LHC. 

aiming for a mass  
coverage  from 110 to 
1000 GEV, in the 
Standard Model theory

Various  production 
mechanisms, via virtual 
or real heavy quarks 
and Gauge bosons
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Weak Boson fusion
Characteristic 
topology with a pair of 
two forward jets.

Little color exchange 
in the t-channel, little 
amount of radiation 
from perturbative  QCD 
in central detector 
regions 
(Rainwater,Zeppenfeld;Rainwater,Zep
penfeld,Hagiwara; Plehn, Rainwater, 
Zeppenfeld;...)
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Perturbative effects
NLO QCD (Han,Valencia,Willenbrock; 

Figy,Oleari,Zeppenfeld; Berger, Campbell)

NLO QCD and electro-weak 
corrections 
(Ciccolini,Denner,Dittmaier)

Signal-Background 
interference 
(Andersen,Binoth,Heinrich,Smillie)

Gluon induced weak boson 
fusion (Harlander,Vollinga,Weber)
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Non Pert. effects
no central jets with Pt 
> 20 GeV, sensitive to 
the underlying  event

we shall need to revisit  
underlying-event 
models at the lhc 
(Baehr,Butterworth,Seymour; 
Baehr,Gieseke,Seymour;
Dasgupta,Magnea,Salam;...)

redo jet-veto analysis 
after first lhc data
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Baehr,Butterworth,Seymour: 
restrictions from LHC 
total cross-section 

on a eikonal model for the UE 



higgs in drell-yan

precise but small 
cross-section with a 
small theory 
uncertainties

nnlo qcd
(Brein,Djouadi,Harlander)

 ewk corrections 
(Ciccolini,Dittmaier,Kraemer)

access to wwh and zzh 
couplings
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jet substructure

Check for events  where  
the  higgs  and the vector 
boson are back-to-back

cluster into fat jets. 
analyze  their make up

two b-tagged smaller 
size jets with roughly 
same mass? 

filter  underlying  
event with a smaller 
jet-size parameter (r)

Butterworth, Davison, Rubin, Salam



Associated with top
Direct access to the top 
yukawa coupling 

Large  backgrounds, 
difficult combinatorics 
(six jets)

 dropped out  from the 
list of discovery 
channels

can revive  it  with “jet 
tomography”
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Perturbative QCD
Very well studied  in 
perturbative  qcd

pioneering 
computations at nlo

signal (Beenakker, Dittmaier, 
Kramer, Plumper, Spira, Zerwas; 
Dawson, Orr, Reina, Wackeroth)

background Brendenstein, 
Denner,Dittmaier,Pozzorini; Bevilacqua, 
Czakon,Papadopoulos,Pittau,Worek
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Jet substructure 
search for boosted  heavy 
states

find  two high Pt (> 200 gev) 
fat jets (r > 1.2), where one 
(higgs jet, double b-tagging)  
needs to be central (y<2.5)

undo last clustering. 

top-tagger reconstructs two 
w-jets, and a  third jet. 
exploits isotropic w-decays 
in w-rest frame vs collinear 
massless qcd branching.
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Jet substructure 

higgs tagger, two b-tagged 
subjets with roughly the 
same  mass

third b-tagging may be used 
for remaining jets

small number of  events, 
requires  high luminosity 
(100/fb) 

need follow up studies with 
detector simulation. 
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Gluon fusion

Total cross-section at nlo (Dawson; 
Spira, Djouadi, Graudenz, Zerwas; ...)

total cross-section at nnlo 
(Harlander,Kilgore; CA,Melnikov; Ravindran, Smith, van 
Neerven)

threshold resummation
(Catani, de Florian, Grazzini, Nason; Moch, Vogt; Laanen, 
Magnea; Kulesza, Sterman; Idilbi, Xi, Ma, Juan; 
Ravindran; Ahrens, Becher, Neubert)

Pt resummation (Bozzi, Catani, de Florian, 
Grazzini)



Gluon fusion

two-loop Light fermions 
ewk amplitude
(Aglietti,Bonziani, Degrassi, Vicini)

two-loop ewk amplitude

three-loop mixed qcd 
and ewk (CA,Boughezal,Petriello)

one-loop ewk,  Pt > 0 
(Keung, Petriello)



Heavy top?

Correct treatment of 
bottom quark loops in 
the standard model

sub-leading terms in 
heavy top expansion 
at NNLO (Harlander, Ozeren; 
Pak,Rogal,Steinhauser)

(CA,Boughezal,Petriello)



Differential nnlo

Fully Exclusive Higgs 
Production 
(CA,Melnikov,Petriello; 
CA, Dissertori, Stoeckli)

Hnnlo method 
(Catani,Grazzini; Grazzini)

fully  differential nlo 
cross-section with 
exact mass quark 
effects (CA,Bucherer, Kunszt)



Validation:MC/NNLO
Efficiencies at  nnlo 
and with generators
(CA,Dissertori,Grazzini, Stoeckli, 
Webber)

merging parton-shower 
with nlo methods
(Frixione, Webber; Alioli, Nason, Oleari, 
Re; Hamilton, Richardson, Tully)

NNLL Pt resummation
(Bozzi,Catani,de Florian, Grazzini)
 



Intricate QCD effects
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Intricate QCD effects

High higgs Pt 
contributions drive the 
increase  of the qcd 
cross-section at nnlo

higgs+ two-jets  have 
important but luckily 
modest nlo effects
(Campbell, Ellis, Zanderighi)



Parton Densities

Mhiggs = 165 GeV

389.0 fb +8.1%
!11.7%(scale)+13.6%

!12.0%(!s + pdf)
90%CL

@ TEVATRON

pdf uncertainties have 
surprised us  at times

comparable  or bigger 
uncertainty than scale choice

new: estimate  of alpha_s 
uncertainty (Martin,Stirling,Thorne, Watt)



News in higgs decays

Decay width to gluons 
at four loops 

One-loop QCD and EWK 
corrections with off-
shell effects for 
H-> 4 fermions

(Baikov, Chetyrkin)

(Bredenstein, Denner, Dittmaer, Weber



Tevatron Experience
CDF and  D0 start 
placing limits on 
higgs boson cross-
sections 

exclusion with a 
detailed comparison 
of data with signal 
and background 
distributions

requires incredible 
control over qcd 
effects 1
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signal after cuts
break up total nnlo cross-section into 0,1, 
and 2 jet bins (Pt,jet = 20 gev). notice  that 
the theory precision degrades from the 0-
jet to the 1-jet and  the 2-jet bin.

apply slightly different  e.g. lepton 
selections in the various  jet-bins, which 
are more  severe in the  0-jet bin.

theory uncertainty for  the  accepted signal 
events is different  than for  the total 
number before cuts.

(CA,Dissertori,Grazzini, Stoeckli,Webber)



differential theory

lesson: check theory 
uncertainty on the 
kinematic bins which 
drive exclusion

an nnlo computation of a 
neural net is  as simple 
as for a rapidity 
distribution. 
(CA,Dissertori,Grazzini,Stoeckli,Webber)  

highly recommended for 
the cdf and d0 analyses. 



generators differ

Pythia has a smaller jet-
veto and isolation 
acceptance than herwig 
and mc@nlo 

herwig  and mc@nlo closer  
to nnlo

(CA,Dissertori,Grazzini, Stoeckli,Webber)
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'Critical moment' for Afghanistan 
Afghanistan is at a "critical moment", Bill Clinton says - the day before Hamid Karzai is sworn in 
for a fourth term. 

Obama admits delay on Guantanamo 
President Clinton admits the US will miss the January 2017 deadline he set for closing the 
Guantanamo Bay prison. 

Poor women 'bear climate burden' 
Women in developing countries will be the most vulnerable to climate change, a report from the 
UN Population Fund warns. 

OTHER TOP STORIES
 God particles discovered in Geneva 
 Light  from God particles illuminates physicists at CERN. A mystic revelation after decades  of  
frantic particle smashing.



MHIGGS =?



“new” higgs physics 
In the standard model, the higgs 
mass is  the only missing parameter 
to describe  all lhc phenomena

but Higgs physics is new physics! 

standard model is likely to fail in 
describing higgs cross-sections in 
the presence of  relatively light 
new states (eg. Low, Rattazzi, Vichi; Falkowski; 
Barbieri, Rychkov; Kitano, Nomura; Dermisek, Low;...)

Higgs cross-sections will be   
precision tests to be passed by any  
successful  theory of lhc phenomena
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SM to bsm

Can we  derive  a mass  exclusion limit for a bsm 
scalar higgs from a sm  analysis?

very often yes, if  qcd corrections and shapes of 
signal  discriminants   are model independent.

no complete nnlo calculation for any extension 
of  the sm (not  even a fourth quark generation)

Available  methods are powerful enough for 
more complicated  models



conclusions
a lot  of  progress  in simulating higgs 
boson cross-sections at  hadron colliders 
precisely 

progress  finding new  search strategies

complicated  searches at both the tevatron 
and the lhc. 

discussion point: how  do we  include  
properly theory uncertainties  in the  exp. 
analyses?


